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Abstract - Due to the technological advance
in power electronic and machine construction
the inverter-fed drives have become more
important for industry. Thus drives have con-
siderable advantages as a result of utilizability
and flexibility in a falling market, but also
the problems with improper vibrations and
acoustic noise are increased.

Introduction
Vibration and noise of electrical machines can be clas-
sified into three types of excitations:

1. mechanical excitation

2. aerodynamical excitation

3. electromagnetic excitation

A significant decrease, or even a prevention of ex-
citation based on 1. and 2. respectively, is possi-
ble by selective structural modification or construc-
tive changes of the machine. However, electromag-
netic excitation of vibration and noise (3.) cannot be
influenced easily in a well-directed manner with pre-
dictable improvements due its complicated origin and
its interaction with the machinery vibrational prop-
erties. Vibration and acoustic noise are primarily in-
fluenced by:

• air gab

• construction (slots, yoke, frame)

• winding (design and adjustment)

• load condition and dynamic

• frequency inverter (switching frequencies, volt-
age and current rise)

If a reduction of improper vibration and noise stimu-
lation on inverter-fed induction motor drives is to be
done by the general approach then the knowledge
of special machine behavior such as the mechanical
resonant frequencies (eigenfrequencies) and accessory
revolutions speed is necessary. In contrast to the
individual approach, presented here, no special
knowlege of the behavior of machine vibrations is
needed.

General approach
The occurrence of structure-borne sound and air-
borne sound as a result of electromechanical excita-
tion is caused by the Maxwell surface forces on the
stator-slots of the asynchronous machine. This forces
depend on the interaction of stator and rotor air gap-
field. The currents in stator-windings and rotor-bars
generate time harmonics in the air gap-field, or har-
monic fields in the air gap respectively, depending on
the slot pitch, the winding arrangement, the air gap
width and other effects. Air gap field harmonics can
be classified as follows

• harmonic fields of stator and rotor fundamental
currents

• harmonic fields of stator and rotor higher-order
harmonic currents at sinusoidal feed-in (natural
losses).

• harmonic fields as a result of inverter-fed (addi-
tional losses).



• saturation fields

• eccentricity fields

Already fourty years ago has been shown by theoret-
ical and practical examination [1],[2] that vibration
and noise stimulation in sinusoidal feeded asyn-
chronous machine does not depend on the maximum
amplitude of harmonics but significant on the order
of force-waves. The waves of force are the result of
the interaction of stator and rotor field harmonics. If
an order of force-waves is well suited to the mechan-
ical vibration ability (eigenfrequencies) improper
vibrations and acoustic noise can be generated.
A sufficiently accurate computation of order and
accessory force-waves is only possible with a proper
function of the time varying air gap field. The
air gap field certainly depends on a complex way
on the geometric design of the cross-section, the
currents, the winding, the magnetic material and the
operating point of the machine. The most adequate
calculation would be possible by three-dimensional
field-calculation (3D-finite-elements program with
time-step calculation), but would be complex and
accompanied by a big consumption of computer
resources, including time consumption. A good
analytic approximation verified by measurements
[4],[5] could be received based on the harmonic fields
theory [3], but the difficult problem is to get the
special boundary conditions addicted to incursions
of air gap field.
However, independent of the quality of the calculated
air gap field, or even the air gap forces respectively,
it is impossible to take into account the complex
geometry of the motor frame in the computation.
Thus the mechanical behavior of the machine has to
be approximated by a more or less simplified model
of vibration and noise. This is the reason that an
all-purpose vibration and noise projection will not
be possible.

Individual approach
With the individual approach, presented in the fol-
lowing, it is possible to minimize the phenomena of
improper vibration and acoustic noise at an inverter-
fed drive. According to fig. 1 it is necessary to in-
stall an acceleration pickup at the machine frame.
A specially developed inverter-system runs the ma-
chine during an initial measurement procedure cov-
ering the whole speed range form standstill to maxi-
mum desired speed. During this initialization charac-
eristic operating data of the machine such as electri-
cal quantities, i.e. voltage (U) and current (I), and
mechanical quantities, torque (M) and speed (n), as
well as the acceleration (a), measured by the pickup,
are stored on-line. The procedure is carried out with
those parameters (motor data, control scheme, phase

control factor, switching frequency), which will be
also used for operation of the machine with a conven-
tional inverter. The on-line data processing generates
a dataset with frequencies, or even rotations per min-
utes respectively, having caused a resonant excitation
of vibration and acoustic noise during the running-
up. Afterwards under ”normal activity” this dataset
is used to overstep the small frequency ranges, where
resonances of the machine occure. Fig. 1 shows the
schematic of the individual approach with the ex-
emplary result of speed-torque characteristics from an
ideal fundamental wave motor-model and the on-line
calculated harmonic motor-model (asynchronous mo-
ments).
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Figure 1: schematic of the individual approach

Measurment signal analysis
A run-up of the machine was done. There was a
striking hearable noise at the operating point of the
machine with converter feeding at the frequency of
f=57Hz. Nevertheless an explicit detection of me-
chanical resonance from the acceleration sensor signal
was not possible.
First of all it was assumed that the acceleration sen-
sor was fixed at an ”inoperative position” e.g. at a
junction of a flexural mode by the ”noisy operating
point” (f=57Hz). Thus a sound source localisation
was done with the following intentions:

• Localisation of the sound source to get a proper
position of the acceleration sensor (at the antin-
ode)

• Investigation of relative share of each source in
the complete sound power. In order that it could
estimate how important a special place of the
machine surface is.

• Spectral intensity allocation of the airborne
sound to examin if the frequency of the measured
accelation signal (structure-borne) was implyed
the frequency of airborne sound.

The sound source localisation was done with a special
developed measuring system based on sound intensity
methode [8] with the following results.
Fig. 2 shows a sound source near the center of the
machine at the operating point (f=57Hz) and that the



intensity close to the sound source is pretty high (only
approximately -4dB below the maximum intensity).
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Figure 2: sound source at f=57Hz

The center frequency of the radiated sound power was
determined with the spectral allocation of the max-
imum intensity (measurement point atop the sound
soure), mapped at fig. 3.
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Figure 3: spectral intensity atop the sound source

Analysis of the sound source location
The converter feeding with the frequency f=57Hz re-
sults a mechanical resonace of the machine which
could be measured as a sound source with the ra-
diated sound power at a frequency of f=649Hz. Thus
a structure-born sound with the same frequency has
to be measured by the acceleration sensor.
Afterwards a run-up of the machine and the accel-
eration signal at discrete feeding frequencies of the
converter was done. With a FFT analysis dependent
of engine speed (spectrum analysis) the possibilities
of natural oscillation and the addiction of mechanical
resonanz was shown.
The waterfall-diagram of the oscillation spectrum
from the run-up was stated below (fig. 4).
In this diagramm the spectrum of the single measure-
ments with the acceleration amplitudes and associ-

ated frequencies was plotted versus the feeding fre-
quency of the converter.
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Figure 4: waterfall-diagram (linear)

The apparent resonant frequencies in the range of
f=6kHz are outside of the band width of the intensity
measurements (fig. 3) and not relevant for air-borne
sound emission, that means they are about structure-
borne sound.
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Figure 5: waterfall-diagram (loarithmic)

If a logarithmic plot of the waterfall-diagram was
done (fig. 5) to detect the ,,smearing” of the spec-
trum in the case of varation in rotor speed and
variable time averaging of the FFT-analyser so the
mechanical resonances are difficult to notice.

Outlook
With the measurement of sound source localisation
and the waterfall-diagram of the acceleration signal a
determination of resonaces and sound sources of the
machine was presented. Next a suitable data process-
ing for a online-calculation of the accelation spectrum
will be implement into the converter (DSP). So that
the detection of resonance frequencies of the machine



and the avoiding of resonance excitation by a fast
over-ride of this frequencies is possible.
The Individual approach to an efficient minimisa-
tion of vibration and noise stimulation for inverter-fed
drives is practicable and will be implemented as soon
as possible.
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